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Photograph of a Pine grosbeak in Souris; courtesy of Wanda Bailey.

SHRUB WILLOW: NATURE’S REUSABLE STRAW
I still recall the orange silly straw that lived in the kitchen “junk drawer” until its untimely
demise in the teeth of my childhood dog. What is so mesmerizing about a straw? And
what was it that made drinking chocolate milk through one so much fun? When you use
a straw, your mouth creates a region of lower pressure that forces the liquid in the cup
to move into the straw. It turns out the same principle can be applied to solve an
ongoing problem on Island farms.
I want you to take a moment and imagine you are a plant but, instead of chocolate milk,
you have a cup of water full of excess nutrients. While you want to drink the water, you
don’t really want to consume all those extra nutrients. You need a straw with a filter.
Most plants have some level of filtering capacity, but shrub willow (Salix spp.) are
particularly effective as straws that can draw in and capture excess nutrients.
On PEI, agricultural practices can contribute to elevated levels of nitrogen and
phosphorous in subsurface water. Shrub willow can be planted to filter excess nutrients
moving from agricultural fields to riparian zones while providing a renewable fuel
source. Short-rotation coppice systems are used to grow willows for biomass
production. After their first year of growth, the shrubs are cut down in order to regrow
more biomass for the next harvest. Willow stems are harvested every 3 to 4 years, with 7
to 10 harvests being obtained from the original planting. On the Island, a modified
sugarcane harvester is used to cut and chip the willows on site.

Whole tree excavation at Souris Willow site.
Photo courtesy of Emily Murphy.

By applying the same design, new collaborative research on PEI aims to use shrub
willows to restrict soil and nutrient movements from agricultural land into
watercourses. With support from Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada’s Agricultural
Greenhouse Gases Program, and in partnership with nine Island farms, willow biomass
production is on the rise on PEI.
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Most recently, researchers conducted a whole-tree excavation to assess the
entire root system at a riparian buffer site in Souris. The more roots the tree has,
the more carbon is stored in the soil which helps to keep our air and water clean.
Willows, at all stages of life, provide diverse ecosystem services. Riparian buffers
encourage local ecological diversity by providing habitat for birds and pollinators.
In fact, for bees, willows are often the primary source of nectar and pollen in the
early spring. Using harvested willow biomass as an agricultural soil amendment
instead of burning it as fuel helps reduce greenhouse gas emissions and boosts
soil health. Now that’s something everyone can take a sip to!
-Emily K. Murphy, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada

Emily Murphy amongst Willow rows. Photo courtesy of Emily Murphy.

NEW CANADIAN CONSERVATION CORPS PARTICIPANTS
We are Amanda, Daria, and Spencer, the new arrivals from the Canadian Wildlife Federation’s Canadian Conservation Corps (CCC) that are here at
Souris and Area Branch of the P.E.I Wildlife Federation for our Stage 2 placement. We are 3 out of the 8 people from our group the L8 Pirates. We’re
all from the Maritimes (Cape Breton, Halifax, and St John respectively) because we had to stay within the Atlantic Bubble for our placement; however,
we are all very happy to be staying in P.E.I as it’s somewhere none of us have spent much time! Coincidentally, the three of us all attended school at
Saint Mary’s University in Halifax without knowing each other before the CCC.
Amanda and Daria both graduated in May 2020 from their Bachelor of Science. Amanda majored with Honours Biology and Certificate in Forensic
Science. She joined the CCC to gain experience in the field of conservation as her goal career is to be revolving around marine conservation. Daria
majored in Biology with an English minor and joined the CCC to get the hands-on environmental experience she didn’t get in school, which the SAB is
fulfilling greatly. Spencer is majoring in Anthropology with a concentration in archaeology and minoring in Classics and will graduate from Saint
Mary’s University in 2022. He took a semester off school to join the CCC and gain experience working outdoors.
So far during our first month here we have learned a lot about the conservation efforts going on in the Souris area. We have taken part in the Irish
moss restoration in Basin Head, worked with the invasive Green crabs, partook in Hay River activities such as electro-fishing and counting redds, and
helped clear streams of nuisance beaver dams. The three of
us enjoy working in an aquatic environment and are grateful
for the excellent guidance we receive from the full-time staff
here.
Our stage 1 placement was in Quebec, where we were able to
canoe in ZEC Kipawa for two weeks in September. Our
favourite part of the experience was being able to sail in our
canoes, all three of us were not aware you could do that. We
rafted the five canoes we had together, took a tarp and held
it up in the direction of the wind, while four people were
holding onto the rope so the wind could sail us down the lake.
It was really fun to experience that! We loved being
submerged in nature, being around the fire at night looking
at the stars made us feel at one with nature. This program is a
very unique opportunity to get out in nature and see places in
Canada that you’ve never been, if you would like to learn
more about the Canadian Conservation Corps go to
www.cwf-fcf.org.
Spencer, Daria, and Amanda canoeing at Basin Head.
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SAB FIELD WORK WRAP-UP
This year has been one of the strangest and trying years in Souris Wildlife’s existence. With the ongoing struggles of dealing with a global pandemic, it
has not been easy, but with these challenges, this year had been one of Souris Wildlife’s most productive years of field work. Along with completing all
of our deliverables for the year, we also were able to go above and beyond in some projects, completing field work never before thought possible with
our already busy schedule. The field season was delayed slightly this year due to Covid-19, but whenever the Premier deemed watershed work an
allowable service in Phase 2, we got straight back to work. Check out all our activities conducted with each funding partner below!
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Along with our watershed work, we do a great deal of agricultural work
related to conservation and the environment. Through the Living Lab
program, we did extensive greenhouse gas sampling and soil sampling in a
potato field on the Snake Road. We also worked closely with Junior
Agronomist Morgan McNeil from the PEI Potato Board to complete soil
sampling, potato yield sampling and field erosion measurements on fields
across our management area to help conserve practical and sustainable
farming practices for generations to come. We also completed soil and potato
yield sampling independently, as part of Living Labs project BMP 5 on a field
located on the south side of New Zealand Road. Deep well and port sampling
in our sample field adjacent to McInnis’s Dam has continued. This research
and sampling work is year-round and through the winter on a biweekly basis.
Finally, two wetlands have been installed (one in Bear River, one in Souris
West) to reduce water runoff into waterways from agriculture fields. To learn
more about our agricultural sampling work pertaining to the Living Labs
program, we included a more in-depth article in our August Edition of our
newsletter found on our website.
Taking Greenhouse gas measurements at the Snake road site.

Also through Agriculture Canada, we manage three willow riparian planting
zones, via soil sampling and monitoring, and this year we plan on harvesting
two of our sites as they are in their final year of the third year project cycle.

Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Our Salt Marsh Restoration Project in Souris River funded by the
Coastal Restoration Fund has finished up its third year of activities.
This year we installed a new section of coir log wall, which overlapped
onto the existing wall in a sort of fish scale pattern. This year the tides
and other factors were very much stacked against us and some
equipment issues led to us not being able to get as much work done
as we would of liked, but we still are seeing great results from this
project thus far.
Work continued in the Basin Head Marine Protected Area this year
with Green crab fishing, water sampling and Irish moss restoration
taking place. Green crab fishing went quite well this year with the help
of fair weather. We managed to remove 80 515 Green crab from this
estuary, more than 5 times as much as we caught last year! Though
Irish moss restoration efforts started a little later than usual, we will
have matched the number of moss mussel clumps planted last year.
Even with these enhanced efforts taking place the work is far from
over. Great steps and accomplishments are being made every year
and the fruits of our labour are finally coming to light with the
resurgence of eelgrass throughout the estuary and an overall increase
in biodiversity!

Silt gator for pumping sediment onto our salt marsh restoration site.

Environment and Climate Change Canada
For the Atlantic Ecosystems Initiative, we conduct water quality surveys in North Lake, Cross River and Naufrage River for which these water samples
are used as a benchmark/reference for PEI river water quality to promote well forested rivers and streams in PEI. These samples are taken biweekly
and will continued being taken into the winter months.
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We also had the opportunity to work with the Island Nature Trust to conduct surveys of bank
swallow populations and den sites, primarily along the north shore with hot spots along the south
shore also being surveyed. As part of with this project, in collaboration with from the Island Nature
Trust, we surveyed barn swallow populations in harbours across our management area.
Atlantic Salmon Conservation Foundation
This year we also received funding through ASCF to do extensive research and monitoring work in
Hay River. For this project we had many tasks such as deploying, monitoring and downloading data
loggers, a Macro Invertebrate Benthic Monitoring study, extensive stream enhancement, a fall fish
trap to catch, monitor, record data and tag returning Atlantic salmon and many more tasks that all
the health and knowledge of Atlantic salmon in our management area and PEI as a whole. Some
accomplishments include clearing a 500-meter extension in the west branch of Hay River, and
electrofishing 1 897 meters with a total of 5 985 fish sampled, an extensive survey.
Habitat Stewardship Program
With the ever-growing uncertainty of bat populations in PEI we jumped at the chance to participate
in a bat monitoring program in our area. We deployed 16 bat monitoring devices across our
management area to monitor where and what type of bats frequent the area. We redeployed 4
devices in the fall around wells to confirm suspected hibernation sites. Some avid anglers in the
area might have also seen some
American eel found while electrofishing in Hay
buoys placed in Larkin’s pond in
River.
Naufrage. Souris Wildlife placed
these buoys in the pond for water sampling purposes, as through HSP Salmon and
the PEI Watershed Alliance we received additional funding to do extra monitoring
and restoration work in and downstream of Larkin’s Pond. As the water from the
pond flushing downstream is much warmer, extra efforts were made to open
springs that feed the stream in hopes of cooling the water down.
Ducks Unlimited
As part of a bi-annual project funded by Ducks Unlimited Canada, a fyke net was
installed monthly during June-August in the East Lake run to monitor and record all
fish species entering the pond. This fyke net was only deployed for one day each
month and the fish would be counted and released, and the fyke net removed the
following day. The purpose of this project is to solidify that even with the removal
of a Ducks Unlimited structure, fish can still access the pond at East Lake without
human intervention. Data loggers were also installed, and water quality surveys
conducted in the estuary as part of this project.

Bat Monitoring equipment set up on the Souris Line Road.

Throughout the year we closely monitor all the fish ladders in our area. This includes our Alaskan style fish ladders we have installed in Cow and Bear
River, along with any other fish ladders installed by Ducks Unlimited.
Wildlife Conservation Fund
With the start of the summer comes the beginning of our stream habitat enhancement, of which we
are most known for. We conduct stream enhancement in our “regular streams” such as East Lake,
North Lake, Priest Pond, Campbell’s Creek, Cross River, Hay River, Bear River, Naufrage River, Cow
River, MacAskill’s River, Fortune River, Rollo Bay, Black Pond, Basin Head and Souris River. This year
we also did stream enhance in some streams that have not received as much attention or are home
to as many, but nevertheless are still important. These waterways include Crooked Creek, Little
River, Pat’s Brook, the North East Spring of Naufrage River and the east branch of Black Pond. We
also extended previously opened sections of stream to allow more spawning habitat for our fish
species, including the 500-meter extension in Hay River, a 900-meter extension in Cow River was
also opened. We also conduct habitat assessments in our streams and rivers every year, so we have
a comparable data for the future. Habitat assessments are done by taking data such as stream slope,
tree cover surrounding the stream and a description of the substrate.
This year, while focusing our efforts on Hay River, we completed electrofishing in Naufrage River
and MacAskill’s River, while also spot checking the efficiency of a culvert in Basin Head. This
provides great data on the diversity and fish density of our streams. We would also like to
acknowledge the great help we received from Jordan Condon and some of his staff from the Central
Queens Wildlife Federation for their help in North Lake and Priest Pond’s electrofishing surveys.
Brook trout caught while electrofishing in
Naufrage River.
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Jordan’s work in North Lake and Priest Pond is part of his UPEI master’s project about
Atlantic salmon. We also helped him with emergence trap monitoring in the spring, and
redd counts this fall.
Redd count surveys we are currently underway, and while we might sound like we are
beating a dead horse, this work is some of the most rewarding and beneficial of the entire
year. This is when we get to see all our hard work throughout the summer finally be used
by these magnificent fish. These surveys also allow us to make assumptions and compile
data about the habitat Atlantic salmon and Brook trout like and the fish output of each
stream.
Watershed Management Fund
We also have the everlasting task of beaver management on our agenda every year, as this
is a persistent problem. We got to work in the spring busting and displacing beavers
throughout our streams to clear the way for migrating fish to make their way back to the
ocean. This continues throughout the year as we discover more dams and blockages while
doing our stream enhancement in the summer and redd surveys in the fall. To learn more
about our beaver management activities check out the October edition of our newsletter!
Throughout the year, we conducted special community interest projects that both benefit
wildlife directly and indirectly. One of these projects included installing two new eagle
perches, one in Souris River and one at Naufrage Harbour. We have plans to install another
perch in Basin Head and one in Annandale. We have an extensive garbage bin cleanup
program where we place bins at local outdoor hotspots to eliminate the amount of
garbage that makes its way into our natural areas. We also maintain Legacy Park, located
beside Harmony Junction, as well as the accessibility of angling hot spots by cutting the

Eagle perch installed at Naufrage Harbour.

grass and general maintenance to the sites as needed to
allow everyone a chance to get out and enjoy the outdoors.
So here at Souris Wildlife it seems the work never stops but
we wouldn’t have it any other way and we would be remised
if we didn’t include in this article a thank you to all of our
summer students, Canadian Conservation Corps and all of
our staff who are always dedicated to putting the work in
and getting the job done, to local farmers for being
supportive and welcoming in all of our agricultural projects,
the fisherman for their support even in spite of the
cancellation of our annual lobster dinner, our Board of
Directors who help keep this place running smoothly, locals
in our area for use of their land to access stream and
willingness to help out, and to all of our funders who allow us
to do this vital work and preserve our local wildlife and
management area for future generations.
Summer field staff.

AMERICAN MINK
The Souris Area and Branch of the Prince Edward Island Wildlife Federation works with
many species on the Island, one of these species in particular are minks. There are two
species of minks: European minks and American minks, but the American minks are
those that inhabit PEI.
These minks are furbearers, which means they are a species that are trapped primarily
for their fur. Therefore, they have a government regulated trapping season that runs
from November 1st to March 31st. Minks have always been highly regarded for their
dense and easily manipulated fur that has been used for garments and cosmetic
purposes, such as coats, hats, mittens, and the oil that is closely related to oil that human

American Mink. Photo courtesy of Joanne Dunphy.
Summer field staff.
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skin produces. Minks were once regularly farmed in PEI where they were
raised from young to adulthood, then harvested for their pelts. This was
once a very popular business during the height of the fur trade.
Now, almost all minks harvested are wildly caught along riverbanks and
waterways as they make their homes near water, by streams, rivers, and
ponds with nearby tree cover. These areas provide them with the safety of
the water along with a plentiful food source of fish, freshwater mussels and
clams, and other aquatic/semi-aquatic mammals.
Notable characteristics of the mink is its water-repellent fur and webbed
feet which make it well adapted to an aquatic environment, these
characteristics help it swim to depths of 100 feet. They are crepuscular,
which means they are most active during the dawn and dusk hours,
spending their time marking their territory and looking for prey.
American Mink. Photo courtesy of Isobel Fitzpatrick.
Summer field staff.

DONATION IN MEMORY OF BERNARD MACCORMAC
On December 17th, 2019, the passing of Bernard MacCormac
occurred. Bernard had a keen interest in the environment and
raised pheasants for release in the 80s and 90s. He was an avid
wood artist, with a unique style. The style of woodwork that
Bernard commonly used is known as Intarsia, a form of wood
inlaying found throughout history, but became popularized in the
late 80s. Bernard took pride in all of the pieces he created, many
of which surrounded around the theme of the environment. One
of these pieces, the Eagle pictured here, was carved in September
of 2003 and has been donated to Souris Wildlife in memory of
him. This Eagle will be displayed in the community space at the
Lodge, with an “In Memory” plaque to show who completed this
amazing piece of work. Souris Wildlife would like to thank the
family of Bernard MacCormac for this donation, and want to
convey how much we appreciate this beautiful piece of art.
Wood Eagle donated in memory of Bernard MacCormac.

FUNDER SPOTLIGHT
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
(DFO) is the federal body in
charge of managing Canada’s
fisheries, and marine and
freshwater resources. They
ensure that Canada’s fisheries
are protected, sustainably
managed, and ensure harbours are in good repair. They also protect our marine and
freshwater ecosystems and species from anthropogenic impacts and invasive species,
maintain safe navigable waters, and respond to maritime incidents. DFO is currently
funding two of Souris Wildlife’s ongoing projects.

Coir fibre log wall at the Souris River salt marsh
restoration site.

The first project funded by DFO is our salt marsh restoration efforts in Souris River. This
funding is administered through the Coastal Restoration Fund, which is managed by
DFO. The Coastal Restoration Fund provides money to projects addressing threats to
marine habitats and species along Canada’s coasts. Rehabilitation to aquatic habitats,
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contributing to long-term sustainability, and encouraging, engaging, and consulting both community and
Indigenous groups are core principles of projects funded by the Coastal Restoration Fund. Souris Wildlife uses
this money as part of a multi-year project surrounding salt marsh restoration. This is the third year of this
project with funding averaging approximately $47 000 a year.
The second project includes all the work being done within the Basin Head Marine Protected Area. This
involves the Green crab removal program, nutrient and flow monitoring of tributaries, Sea Lettuce (Ulva sp.)
monitoring, and assisting in the Giant Irish moss restoration and rehabilitation. All Green crab funding is
through set contracts with DFO, which covers time, materials, and general administration across 50 days of
fishing, so monetary value fluctuates based on the amount of time put in. As for the monitoring activities
related to the Giant Irish moss restoration activities, that funding is administered through a contribution
agreement between Fisheries and Oceans Canada and Souris Wildlife. This agreement is renewed every three
years, and we are currently in the first year of our current agreement for 2020-2023. Through this
contribution agreement, DFO funds Souris Wildlife $25 000 each year of the agreement. In summary, the
total amount of funding for Basin Head is approximately $55 000 a year.
With all funding received through external sources, it must be reported on and sent back to the funder.
Therefore, a report outlining all of our salt marsh activities will be developed, as well as a report on our Green
crab activities, and a report on the monitoring activities at Basin Head will be sent to the respective persons in
charge at DFO. DFO has been funding projects with Souris Wildlife since for over 15 years, and we look
forward to continuing our partnership with them well into the future.

Canoeing at Basin Head’s “Main Bed”.

2020 FUNDING PARTNERS
We’d like to kindly thank the following funders: you have made our work over the past year possible! Thank you!!

Souris and Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation Membership & Donation Form

Name: ____________________________________

Payment

Address: __________________________________
__________________________________

Please check one or both:

City/Province: _____________________________

 Membership ($10)
 Donations

Postal Code: ______________________________

Amount enclosed: $ ______

Telephone: _______________________________
Email: ____________________________________

Note: An official tax receipt can only be issued for the value
of the donation and will not include the $10 membership
fee.
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PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS: NATHAN CHEVERIE
Souris Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation Board of Directors made some changes in the duties of their operational staff at
their last regular monthly meeting. Fred Cheverie will now act as SAB Advisor and Frances Braceland and Keila Miller will assume the
duties of Watershed Coordinator. Luke Chaisson will assume duties of a Project Manager, while Jake MacKinnon and Michael Jackyln
will continue their duties as Supervisors. These changes are expected to make Souris And Area Wildlife Branch more flexible in their
daily operation.

COORDINATOR’S COMMENTS: FRANCES BRACELAND AND KEILA MILLER
Now that the snow is starting to fly, we are back to thinking about our Ring-necked pheasant populations! Last year we had reports of
pheasants from Bear River along to East Lake. Our Board of Directors will provide food for the birds again this winter so if you have
any around your house then please give us a phone and we will drop a bag off to you. We won’t be distributing any food until there is
full snow cover on the ground as we want to keep the birds as wild as possible and we do not wish for them to become too reliant on
people.

ABOUT US:
The Souris and Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation is a non-profit, environmental organization dedicated to the
conservation, protection, and enhancement of watersheds in north eastern Kings County. Our management area
accounts for approximately 62,000 hectares representing about 9.6% of PEI, including 27 individual watersheds.
The goals of our organization include:
1. To establish North Eastern Kings County as the “Sports Fishing Capital” of Prince Edward Island.
2. The management of natural resources and enhancement of fish, wildlife and their habitat through watershed
planning, protection, and restoration initiatives
3. To become the model watershed group on Prince Edward Island
4. To bring unprecedented environmental awareness to our stake holders to create a more informed public,
capable of eliciting progressive environmental action
5. To promote our management area as one of the most pristine natural areas in Prince Edward Island through
ecotourism ventures to attract visitors to the local area
We meet the 2nd Wednesday of every month at the Souris Wildlife Lodge, 1358 Souris Line Road.
Meetings start at 7 pm and all are welcome to attend.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 692 – Souris, PEI – C0A 2B0
Telephone: 1-902- 687-4115
Email: sourisareawildlife@gmail.com
Website: www.souriswl.com
Facebook: Souris and Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation
Twitter: @SourisWildlife
Instagram: @SourisWildlife
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